Why Did my SSD 'Disappear' from my
System?
A sudden loss of power or rare software events can cause a system to fail to recognize an
SSD. In most cases, the SSD can be returned to normal operating condition by completing our
power cycle procedure. The instructions detailed below will only take a few minutes, and should
be followed by optimizing your power settings for SSD use. This process is non-destructive, and
your data will be intact as long as the event that triggered the SSD malfunction did not affect
your file system as well.
Apple® and Windows® desktop users follow the same steps.
1. If possible, connect the SSD via a hard drive enclosure or USB-to-SATA adapter, then
plug it in to a USB port (preferably a different system if possible, to rule out system-level
malfunctions). Whether the drive is visible or not, let it sit in this state for a minimum of
five minutes to allow the SSD to rebuild its mapping tables, then reboot the system and
see if the drive is restored.
2. If a USB adapter is not available, reseat the drive and boot in to your system’s BIOS or
UEFI with the drive connected normally for a minimum of five minutes to allow the
drive to attempt this same rebuild, then reboot the system and see if the drive is restored.
Note: This mode may be less effective than a USB connection, as some systems will cut
power to an attached device if the drive does not mount normally.
3. If the above steps do not help, try the SSD in another system (if you haven’t already), to
rule out the original cabling and ports as a potential cause of this behavior.
4. If the drive comes back and is functional, it is recommended to update the firmware to
the latest revision (if applicable). The page with the latest firmware revisions can be
found here.
5. If this procedure does not resolve the issue, a replacement may be needed. Please contact
us for more assistance.
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Fixing an "Unable to write to the last block
of the device" Error in OS X®

If an attempt to Erase or Partition an SSD in macOS® returns the error of "Unable to write to
the last block of the device," a few different issues could be causing the error. Try the steps
below to fix this error, or to confirm if advanced support is needed.

1. Change cables and ports
A communication error or some fault in the connection can cause the error. Changing ports and
cables addresses this issue. Use an alternate USB port if your SSD is connected externally and
change your USB cable or enclosure if applicable. Try the device inside the system if an
appropriate internal connection is available. Also, moving the drive to another system entirely, if
you have another one available, might help narrow down the problem.

2. Use Disk Utility in macOS Recovery
If you are receiving the error while you are booted to OS X, using the Erase process in the
Recovery Utilities might help. Boot to macOS Recovery (either by holding Option or
Command+R during your system's startup, depending on which your system requires) and
attempt the Erase procedure there to rule out other software as a potential source of conflicts.

3. Use alternate software or another operating system
A Disk Utility or OS X variable can be at fault for the error. To determine this, trying different
partitioning or formatting software, including, but not limited to Windows® Disk Management,
might be a solution. If you format the drive in such an environment and end up using a file
system not suited for your needs (such as Windows NTFS when your SSD needs to be macOS
Extended Journaled), you can typically move the drive back to your Mac® system and Erase it
again, which should now complete after the drive has accepted a format elsewhere. If the
troubleshooting above is not effective, please contact us for further support.
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Replacing Manufacturer AHCI Drivers with
Standard Microsoft® SATA Drivers
Abnormal performance in Windows® operating systems after upgrading to an SSD, such as
slower benchmarks than expected or system crashes, can result from outdated or poorly
supported storage controller drivers. Besides updating to your motherboard or system

manufacturer's most recent drivers, changing your drivers to built-in Windows drivers can
improve or eliminate performance issues.
To do this, open the Device Manager (type Device Manager into the search field).

In Device Manager you will see a list of different driver categories. You will want to look for a
category called IDE ATA/ATAPI controllers and expand it.
If you cannot find the IDE ATA/ATAPI section, then your system is most likely not running in
AHCI mode. Refer to your operating system (OS) and system manufacturer documentation and

follow their steps to ensure your system is configured for AHCI mode for best performance of
single SSD configurations.
You will see a few entries for the AHCI controller (such as the Intel® drivers shown below).

Right-click on the controller driver entry and select Properties, then click the Driver tab, then
Update Driver Software.

Then select Browse my computer for driver software.

In the next screen select Let me pick from a list of device drivers on my computer.

In the list under Model, you will see the current drivers as well as the Microsoft driver, called
Standard AHCI1.0 Serial ATA Controller. Select Standard AHCI1.0 Serial ATA Controller
and click Next.

The Microsoft driver will now be installed and you will need to restart the computer for the
changes to take effect (sometimes several restarts are required). You can also go back into
Device Manager and verify that the Microsoft Standard drivers are now installed.

If you are still experiencing problems after making this change, please reach out to our
support team for further assistance.
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SSD Firmware Update on a Mac® System
To update the firmware on your SSD, follow the steps below. Please ensure you are using an
internal SuperDrive® for the update, and that your SSD is internally connected to a SATA port.

OS X ® 10.11 and later
1. Download the latest firmware here

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Insert a blank DVD or CD into the system
In Finder, click on the .iso to highlight it
Under the File menu choose Burn Disk Image (name) to disc
When the burn is complete, shut down your Mac computer
Press and hold the Option key, and power the Mac system back on
On the Startup Manager screen, wait for the firmware CD to appear. This may take a minute, or
longer
8. Click on the CD named “Windows” to highlight it, and then click the arrow just below the CD
symbol to boot from the firmware CD
9. Let the update utility run, following the steps on the screen to update your SSD firmware

When the firmware update has finished, use the power button to shut down and restart your Mac
system, and let it boot back up to your desktop.

OS X ® 10.5 to 10.11
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Download the latest firmware here
In Finder, click on the .iso to highlight it. Hold down Control and click on the .iso a second time
Select Open With in the menu that comes up, then select Disk Utility
In the list of drives in Disk Utility, select the .iso
Insert a blank CD into the SuperDrive
Click Burn
Ensure Verify burned data is checked
Once the burn is complete, shut down your Mac system
Press and hold the Option key, and power the Mac computer back on
On the Startup Manager screen, wait for the firmware CD to appear. This may take a minute, or
longer
11. Click on the CD named Windows to highlight it, and then click the arrow just below the CD
symbol to boot from the firmware CD
12. Let the update utility run, following the steps on the screen to update your SSD firmware

Below is a video illustrating the process. The video uses an M500, but the process is the same for
all Crucial 2.5" SSDs.
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My Crucial® SSD has Bad Sectors
My Crucial SSD has a lot of bad sectors. Do I need to replace it?

With a traditional hard drive, that is often the case, but with an SSD things are a bit different.
Due to the nature of flash technology it's normal to have a small number of bad sectors on an
SSD, and as long as the number of bad sectors remains constant there is no reason for
concern. The number of errors/bad sectors cannot be reset on an SSD. The firmware on the SSD
keeps track of all bad sectors and marks them as unusable. So even though the bad sectors are
present on the drive they never come into play, and data is never written to them.
The easiest way to keep track of the number of bad sectors on an SSD is to run ChkDsk (short
for "check disk") in Windows®. After checking the drive, ChkDsk will report the number of bad
sectors it found. Make a note of what that number is, and run ChkDsk again after a couple of
days. You may also monitor the health your SSD by using Storage Executive. Storage Executive
is a free downloadable tool that allows you to monitor your drive's overall health. If the number
of bad sectors remains the same, all is well. If the number of bad sectors is increasing over time,
contact customer service for your region for assistance.
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Fixing an "Unable to write to the last block
of the device" Error in OS X®
If an attempt to Erase or Partition an SSD in macOS® returns the error of "Unable to write to
the last block of the device," a few different issues could be causing the error. Try the steps
below to fix this error, or to confirm if advanced support is needed.

1. Change cables and ports
A communication error or some fault in the connection can cause the error. Changing ports and
cables addresses this issue. Use an alternate USB port if your SSD is connected externally and
change your USB cable or enclosure if applicable. Try the device inside the system if an
appropriate internal connection is available. Also, moving the drive to another system entirely, if
you have another one available, might help narrow down the problem.

2. Use Disk Utility in macOS Recovery
If you are receiving the error while you are booted to OS X, using the Erase process in the
Recovery Utilities might help. Boot to macOS Recovery (either by holding Option or
Command+R during your system's startup, depending on which your system requires) and
attempt the Erase procedure there to rule out other software as a potential source of conflicts.

3. Use alternate software or another operating system
A Disk Utility or OS X variable can be at fault for the error. To determine this, trying different
partitioning or formatting software, including, but not limited to Windows® Disk Management,
might be a solution. If you format the drive in such an environment and end up using a file
system not suited for your needs (such as Windows NTFS when your SSD needs to be macOS
Extended Journaled), you can typically move the drive back to your Mac® system and Erase it
again, which should now complete after the drive has accepted a format elsewhere. If the
troubleshooting above is not effective, please contact us for further support.
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Replacing Manufacturer AHCI Drivers with
Standard Microsoft® SATA Drivers
Abnormal performance in Windows® operating systems after upgrading to an SSD, such as
slower benchmarks than expected or system crashes, can result from outdated or poorly
supported storage controller drivers. Besides updating to your motherboard or system
manufacturer's most recent drivers, changing your drivers to built-in Windows drivers can
improve or eliminate performance issues.
To do this, open the Device Manager (type Device Manager into the search field).

In Device Manager you will see a list of different driver categories. You will want to look for a
category called IDE ATA/ATAPI controllers and expand it.
If you cannot find the IDE ATA/ATAPI section, then your system is most likely not running in
AHCI mode. Refer to your operating system (OS) and system manufacturer documentation and
follow their steps to ensure your system is configured for AHCI mode for best performance of
single SSD configurations.
You will see a few entries for the AHCI controller (such as the Intel® drivers shown below).

Right-click on the controller driver entry and select Properties, then click the Driver tab, then
Update Driver Software.

Then select Browse my computer for driver software.

In the next screen select Let me pick from a list of device drivers on my computer.

In the list under Model, you will see the current drivers as well as the Microsoft driver, called
Standard AHCI1.0 Serial ATA Controller. Select Standard AHCI1.0 Serial ATA Controller
and click Next.

The Microsoft driver will now be installed and you will need to restart the computer for the
changes to take effect (sometimes several restarts are required). You can also go back into
Device Manager and verify that the Microsoft Standard drivers are now installed.

If you are still experiencing problems after making this change, please reach out to our
support team for further assistance.
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Acronis True Image for Crucial® Overview
How do I clone to my disk?
The Clone Disk function, located under the Tools tab, will allow you to clone your original disk
to your new SSD. A full guide for migrating your original drive's contents, as well as other
assistance with installation, is available here.

Is this software compatible with OS X®?
This software is Windows® only. Similar functions are built in to OS X operating systems, and a
full guide for that operating system is available here.

I am trying to install True Image for Crucial but I receive a message that a Crucial ® SSD
must be installed.

Acronis True Image for Crucial requires a Crucial® BX-series or MX-series SSD to be
connected to the system (using either a SATA cable or SATA-to-USB adapter) when running the
installer or when launching the program after installation. If no Crucial drive (or only a legacy
model) is present, an error will appear and the program will have to be closed and reopened once
a compatible Crucial SSD has been connected.

I have a product key but the program does not ask for it.
Older versions of True Image HD used a 16-digit product key for registration of the program.
This step is no longer required for the current version of the software. As long as a Crucial BXseries or MX-series drive is connected to the system, True Image for Crucial will now install
without registration.

How do I use the other features of Acronis True Image for Crucial?
Only the Clone Disk function is available and supported by True Image for Crucial. Other
features present in the menus, such as Backup, Sync, and Dashboard, will require updating to
an unrestricted Acronis product at www.acronis.com. After purchasing a license for a full
Acronis product, support for these features will be provided by Acronis support.

I receive errors about the source disk using Acronis, or my completed clone does not
boot.
An error on the original disk can keep Acronis from completing a clone operation, or result in
boot errors trying to use the SSD after cloning. Running a scan to repair errors on your original
disk, then retrying the clone, may address these malfunctions, but extensive or uncorrectible
errors on your source disk may mean cloning is impossible or will result in persistent instability,
in which case a clean OS installation may be the best solution.
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Methods for Erasing an SSD
There are several effective methods for removing the contents of an SSD. Please note, all of
these methods will delete any operating system data, user data, and other contents of the
partitions currently on the drive, and some methods also remove the partitions
themselves. Information stored in the controller remains unaffected, such as the firmware and
SMART data.
Running the ATA SECURITY ERASE command requires the use of third-party software. We
do not endorse any specific software, though our parent company Micron offers guidance on one
such option here.
Our Storage Executive tool offers a Sanitize Drive function and a PSID Revert function, both
of which will erase an SSD's contents. Please note that the PSID Revert function works only if
you have hardware encryption enabled and configured on the SSD. Details on these and other
Storage Executive functions can be found here.

Windows®
To delete partitions in Windows using Disk Management:



Ensure the SSD is connected and is not the boot drive
In Windows 7, right-click Computer and select Manage to enter Computer Management. Under
Storage, select Disk Management.
In Windows 8 and later, hold the Windows key and press the 'X' key to open an application
menu including Disk Management, and select it. A list of the connected drives will appear in
Disk Management




In the lower right-hand pane, find the drive you want to erase
Right-click on each partition and select Delete Volume

Diskpart, a Windows command line tool for managing partitions and disks, can erase data on a
drive and return it to an uninitialized state. A full guide on using Diskpart to wipe all data on
your drive is here.

macOS®
Follow these steps to delete partitions in OS X®:








Ensure the SSD is connected to your Mac and is not the boot drive
In Finder, go to Utilities and open Disk Utility
Highlight the SSD in the left column and go to the Partition tab
Under Partition Layout, select 1 Partition
Click Options. Make sure that GUID Partition Table is selected
Click Apply to create a single large partition on the SSD
After the partition is created, click on it so it becomes highlighted. Click the minus sign (-) to
remove the partition

If you see performance loss following one of these processes, you will need to let the drive sit
idle for an extended period to allow a built-in function called Garbage Collection to clean all the
cells and prepare the drive for re-use.
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Initialize an SSD in OS X® El Capitan and
Later
Before you can use your new SSD with your Mac® system, or install macOS® onto it, you have
to initialize and partition it first. Follow the steps in this article if you are using OS X El Capitan
or later. If you have not upgraded, follow our guide for earlier versions of OS X.
1. If you are adding a drive to an existing setup, connect the SSD using a USB adapter or
other external connection method and enter Disk Utility, or install the SSD internally into
your system and enter Disk Utility via the OS X Recovery tool or your installation

media. When the SSD is noticed by the Mac computer, you will see a message telling you
that the drive cannot be read by this computer. In this message, click the Initialize button.
2. The Crucial SSD will be listed in Disk Utility. Highlight the SSD and click the Erase
button.
Note:





In macOS High Sierra, we have had reports of the new SSD not appearing for
initialization and erasing/partitioning.
The new default for Disk Utility Show Only Volumes (a formatted partition of a drive)
as seen below keeps the SSD from being seen. Toggling this to Show All Devices using
the dropdown in the upper-left of the utility will expose the drive.

After this has been done, the displayed list of disks does not automatically refresh. The
easiest way to force a refresh is to close and reopen Disk Utility from your Utilities.

3. Type in the name you would like for the new partition and verify that it's set to "GUID
Partition Table".
4. Verify that the selected format has defaulted to "Mac OS Extended (Journaled)".
5. Select Erase. The drive will now be partitioned and formatted.
6. When the Disk Utility is done, close it.
The SSD should now be visible on your desktop with the new name you gave it, as well as
during the drive selection menu if your run an OS X installer.
If you need assistance with the physical installation of your SSD, we offer guides for installing a
replacement SSD here.
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SSD Firmware Update on a Mac® System
To update the firmware on your SSD, follow the steps below. Please ensure you are using an
internal SuperDrive® for the update, and that your SSD is internally connected to a SATA port.

OS X ® 10.11 and later
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Download the latest firmware here
Insert a blank DVD or CD into the system
In Finder, click on the .iso to highlight it
Under the File menu choose Burn Disk Image (name) to disc
When the burn is complete, shut down your Mac computer
Press and hold the Option key, and power the Mac system back on
On the Startup Manager screen, wait for the firmware CD to appear. This may take a minute, or
longer
8. Click on the CD named “Windows” to highlight it, and then click the arrow just below the CD
symbol to boot from the firmware CD
9. Let the update utility run, following the steps on the screen to update your SSD firmware

When the firmware update has finished, use the power button to shut down and restart your Mac
system, and let it boot back up to your desktop.

OS X ® 10.5 to 10.11
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Download the latest firmware here
In Finder, click on the .iso to highlight it. Hold down Control and click on the .iso a second time
Select Open With in the menu that comes up, then select Disk Utility
In the list of drives in Disk Utility, select the .iso
Insert a blank CD into the SuperDrive
Click Burn
Ensure Verify burned data is checked
Once the burn is complete, shut down your Mac system
Press and hold the Option key, and power the Mac computer back on
On the Startup Manager screen, wait for the firmware CD to appear. This may take a minute, or
longer
11. Click on the CD named Windows to highlight it, and then click the arrow just below the CD
symbol to boot from the firmware CD
12. Let the update utility run, following the steps on the screen to update your SSD firmware

Below is a video illustrating the process. The video uses an M500, but the process is the same for
all Crucial 2.5" SSDs.
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Reset Your SSD with Windows® DiskPart
These steps show you how to use the Windows DiskPart Clean command to quickly delete any
partitions on the SSD and reset it to an uninitialized state. Follow the steps here to reinitialize
your drive after resetting it with Windows DiskPart Clean.
Please note, these steps in themselves do not actually remove the data from the cells on the SSD.
The command removes any partitions that were created, meaning you no longer can access the
data and the drive appears as uninitialized. This is ideal if you have set up an incorrect partition
or selected GPT instead of MBR or any other situation where you need to reset the drive to
appear as it did when you first received it.

Open command prompt as an Administrator
To run the DiskPart command, you need to open a command prompt as an Administrator.

Windows 8 and later steps:
1. Go to Search and type CMD
2. Command Prompt will appear on the left, right-click it and select Run as Administrator
After the command prompt has started successfully as an Administrator, it will show the path
C:\Windows\System32
Windows 7 steps:
1. Click Start and type cmd into the Search field

2. Cmd.exe will appear at the top, right click on this and choose Run as Administrator

Run DiskPart
1. Type diskpart into the command prompt and press Enter

2. Type list disk and press Enter to see all the attached disks

3. Make sure you know which disk you want to reset before continuing! (If you are unsure, you
can double check in Disk Management.)

To check the disk number in Disk Management:






Type Computer Management into search and open the Computer Management utility
Select Disk Management near the bottom of the left-hand menu
A list of all attached disks is loaded and listed as Disk 0, Disk 1, etc.
These numbers correspond to the numbers in the list disk above
It should be easy to tell from that list which is the main drive and which is the drive you wish to
reset

4. Type select disk # and press Enter (where # is the disk number you want to reset)

5. Type clean to delete all partitions and reset the drive

6. The drive will now appear as it did when you first purchased it
7. Type exit and press Enter to exit out of DiskPart
8. Type exit again and press Enter, or click the X at the top to close the command prompt

Troubleshooting
Permissions
If you get any errors about permissions when trying to run DiskPart, make sure you have
administrator privileges on that computer and that the command prompt is opened as an
administrator. "Administrator" will appear in the title bar and defaults to the path
C:\Windows\system32>.
Writing to disk
If you get a message telling you that the disk cannot be written to or is not accessible, doublecheck the connection of your SSD. For example if you are using an external caddy, try using an
alternative connection like a USB to SATA cable.
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SSD Troubleshooting for a MacBook Pro®
Computer
Is your MacBook Pro computer with a Crucial® SSD extremely sluggish, crashing, failing to see
your drive, or giving you an error when trying to format or reinstall macOS X®? Here are some
troubleshooting steps to follow in order to figure out what is causing your problem.

A potential hardware issue in the MacBook Pro
An important step for isolating the source of your problems is to physically remove the drive
from the MacBook Pro to rule out any potential internal issues in the computer itself. Please note
that even though your old drive, or a different drive, might not be exhibiting any issues inside the
MacBook Pro, this doesn’t rule out a potential hardware issue inside the system.
When removing your SSD, make sure to follow appropriate install guides. You can use one of
our install documents on our Mac SSD support page. When the drive is removed, you will want
to connect it with some sort of external drive enclosure, or a USB to 2.5-inch drive adapter cable
like this one available at Crucial.com.
After the SSD is physically connected externally to the Macbook Pro, you can hold the OPTION
key down while turning the system on. If you already have OS X® installed to the drive, this will
bring up Startup Manager and you can select the SSD (now an external USB drive) as your
boot device. By selecting the SSD and pressing Enter, you can test the drive to see how it
responds. Bear in mind that the SSD might be slower because it’s now working through the USB
interface, but you should be able to have your desktop load and use any software you have on the
drive .
If you are having problems booting to the SSD externally, or haven’t installed OS X to the drive,
you will now want to follow the steps for erasing your SSD, then proceed with reinstalling the
operating system.
If you can erase your SSD externally and install OS X to the drive, the SSD is functioning
normally. If testing outside the MacBook Pro looks positive, you can install the drive back into
the MacBook Pro to see what happens. However, if the system runs into problems after installing

the drive, it is a potential hardware problem inside the MacBook Pro – possibly a malfunctioning
ribbon cable or a logic board problem.
Another thing to consider is running Apple Hardware Test to see if it can catch any apparent
memory problems or other issues. Be aware that hardware tests can fail running tests on healthy
drives when they are behind a faulty ribbon cable, which is another important reason for testing
externally.

Possible OS X issues
A problem with the operating system itself can potentially cause lots of different issues. A bad
operating system can be a source of slow system performance, crashes, or loading errors. To rule
out any possible OS X issue, try reinstalling the operating system. Back up any important data
first, then follow Apple guidelines and remember to erase your disk before reinstalling.
In some situations, the recovery partition on a drive might be corrupt. If this is the case, you will
need to use Internet recovery mode if you have a 2011-2012 MacBook Pro, or if you have a pre2011 model, get an OS X recovery media on a DVD or flash drive.

A defective ribbon cable
A potential problem with MacBook Pro systems has to do with the black ribbon cable that
connects to the internal drive. Over time, it’s possible for this cable to exhibit issues that interfere
with the operation of the drive. These problems tend to be more prevalent with fast SSDs
because they are utilizing 100% of the bandwidth on that cable. An older, slower HDD uses only
a fraction of this bandwidth and can be more resilient to these problems. For this reason, if your
old disk drive (or even a different SSD) is working fine on a cable, it doesn’t necessarily rule the
cable out as a problem.
The important thing to remember: If you can see the SSD, erase the SSD, and transfer data to the
drive outside of your MacBook Pro, or with it in another system, your SSD is most likely
functional.
If it looks like the ribbon cable is the problem for your MacBook Pro, it’s something relatively
easy to address. If you’ve already physically replaced your drive with an SSD, then it’s only a
few extra steps more to swap your existing cable out. We recommend you look at a reputable
Mac parts reseller online for purchasing a replacement cable. Buying a second hand replacement
cable for a bargain price online is an easy way to get another defective one, so for this reason go
through a reputable Apple parts dealer.

A defective SSD
If all of the steps above don’t result in a positive outcome, then we might need to look at
replacing your SSD. Typically, if an SSD is defective it will give you errors when you try to
erase/format the drive both internal and external on the MacBook Pro. If the SSD is simply not

being detected no matter where it is installed, you will need to try our power cycle instructions to
try and reset the SSD, but if this do not recover the drive, it will most likely need to be replaced.
If you recently purchased your SSD, please contact the place of purchase for replacement
options. If you are outside the return period from the seller you bought your drive from, or you
received it directly from Crucial.com, you can submit an online RMA request through our
website or contact our support here and selecting your region.
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How to Find Your Firmware Revision (Mac
®
)

To find which firmware revision your SSD is running, follow these steps in OS X®:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click on the Apple® menu
Select About This Mac (then More Info... if present in your OS version)
Select System Report...
In the Contents list, click on Hardware to expand the category
Click on Serial-ATA (near the end of the Hardware category)
The drive attributes will be displayed on the pane on the right. You will see the name of
the drive, for example, Crucial CTXXXXXXX, the drive capacity, etc. The firmware
version will show in the Revision field.

If you want to know how to find this information on a Windows® PC, go to this article.
If you want to know how to update the firmware to the latest revision, we have posted a
guide here.
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Why Does My SSD Show up as Smaller than
Advertised?
Your drive shows up smaller than advertised because storage drive capacity is calculated and
reported slightly differently than other capacities in computing. If you look at the specifications
of any storage device, you will see a note that says something along the lines of ”1 GB = 1
billion bytes. Actual usable capacity may vary.” In other words, the drive capacity is reported on
the assumption that 1GB is 1,000,000,000 bytes. A 480GB SSD is, in other words, actually
480,000,000,000 bytes; these are what we call decimal bytes, and it has been an industry
standard to use them when advertising storage space.
A Unix® based operating system like macOS X® or Linux® uses decimal bytes when reporting
storage space, so a 480GB SSD will show up as 480GB in Mac Disk Utility for instance. The
Windows® OS on the other hand uses binary bytes, so 1,024 bytes per Kilobyte, 1,024 KB per
Megabyte, and so on. This means that when you install a 480,000,000,000 bytes storage drive
into a Windows® computer, that computer converts the number of bytes into gigabytes by
dividing by 1024 all the way up through the scale, not by dividing by 1,000. Doing the math, this
is what we end up with:

480,000,000,000 Bytes / 1,024 = 468,750,000 actual Kilobytes
468,750,000 KB / 1,024 = 457,764 actual Megabytes
457,764 MB / 1,024 = 447 actual Gigabytes
This is why a 480GB SSD will be correctly reported by a Windows computer as 447GB. The
larger the numbers are, the larger the discrepancies will be. On an 8GB USB drive the difference
between the advertised capacity and the actual capacity is about half a gigabyte, while in our
example above the difference is a very noticeable 33GB. It is important to understand that these
33GB aren’t lost. The drive is 480,000,000,000 bytes in capacity, and after 480,000,000,000
bytes have been converted by a Windows computer into Gigabytes, the total capacity comes to
447 GB. Below are some conversions for standard drive sizes.
Capacity Advertised (Decimal) Unix/ Mac Reported (Decimal) Windows reported (Binary)
250 GB
500 GB
1000 GB
2000 GB

250 GB
500 GB
1000 GB
2000 GB

233 GB
465 GB
931 GB
1862 GB
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Create Bootable Media with Acronis ® True
Image for Crucial
Occasionally systems won’t reboot into the Acronis boot-loader. This will result in the system
rebooting, but not going into the Acronis program to finish the clone. To get around this issue, a
bootable copy of Acronis is required. Luckily, creating bootable media with Acronis True Image
for Crucial® is quick and easy.
1. Launch Acronis True Image for Crucial.
2. Click on Rescue Media Builder.

3. Click on the Simple option as the creation method.

4. Select your destination. True Image requires roughly 500MB of storage.

5. Click Proceed. Rewritable media will be overwritten, so make sure nothing important is
stored on your device.

6. A confirmation window will appear once you have created your rescue media and you
will need to restart the system while holding down your boot menu key to pull up the
system boot menu. This key will vary by system, so please refer to your system manual if
you need help finding the key.

7. When you pull up the boot menu you will get a list of bootable devices in your system,
one of these should be the media used to create the bootable Acronis. If you are using a
USB flashdrive for instance you typically will see the manufacturer name of the
flashdrive or a generic name like “USB removable device”. If you burned a CD or DVD
you will want to select the system’s CD/DVD drive to boot to media.

8. When the media has loaded, it will bring you to a menu to select between Acronis System
Reports and Acronis True Image, make sure to select the True Image option to launch
the software. After the software has fully loaded simply select the clone disk option, and
proceed to clone your drive.
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An Overview of Crucial ® Storage Executive
Crucial Storage Executive gives Crucial customers additional reporting and utilities for
diagnosing problems with their Crucial solid state drives. This includes both recovering from
serious operating system malfunctions, or simply viewing drive attributes and updating
firmware. While detailed documentation is included with the Storage Executive utility, this
article will highlight some features and provide additional detail on others.

System Requirements



Windows® 7 or later (both 32 and 64-bit versions supported)
SATA or PCIe® connections for any drives Storage Executive is being used with (USB connections
may allow partial functionality, but full support for all Storage Executive features requires a
direct SATA or PCIe connection.

Storage Executive is compatible with the Crucial M500, M550, MX-series, BX-series SSDs, and
P1 drive. Limited functionality may be provided in older Crucial models, or non-Crucial storage
devices, but is not guaranteed or supported by Crucial.

System Information

The System Information screen summarizes memory and storage device details. It provides a
PC overview on RAM installed and shows Virtual Memory as well (as a sum of your installed
RAM and page file sizes). The lower portion of this screen provides overviews of connected
storage, including part and serial numbers, installed firmware, and summaries of free and used
space. Also featured are quick access buttons for S.M.A.R.T. reporting and firmware updates.
When choosing a management option from the column on the left side of the screen, you must
also select a drive to bring up device-specific management options for that drive.

Drive Details

Individual Drive Details screens provide more drive information, including a value for Total
Bytes Written to allow monitoring of NAND write-wear, as well as what driver and interface the
SSD is utilizing.

A drop-down menu on this screen (in the upper-left) provides a Get Debug Data option for your
system, which will generate error logs and may be requested by Crucial Support for diagnostics
of system malfunctions. These error logs are saved in .zip archives in the directory Storage
Executive is installed under.

S.M.A.R.T.
This screen summarizes the drive's self-reporting values around performance, and these values
are collectively used to determine the drive's overall health as shown throughout Storage
Executive.

Firmware Updates

This screen allows you to confirm your installed SSD firmware and check Crucial.com for any
available updates. If an update is found, it can be applied through this screen, but will force a
reboot during the update process unless the box labelled Perform Live Firmware Update is
also checked. Ensure that you have no open programs, or have saved your data in any open
programs, before running this function. If you opt to reboot for the live update and have multiple
drives of the same model (for example two MX200 drives), all drives will be updated when this
process is run on a computer.
If you scroll down on this screen, there are Release Notes for the update, as well as a field for
manually selecting a firmware update file if you have downloaded one separately.

Sanitize Drive

This operation removes all data, including partitions, from the targeted drive. This will leave the
drive in a state requiring reinitialization for further use. This process will force a reboot of your
system to complete so, as with the firmware update, ensure you are prepared before allowing the
reboot to continue.
On a password-protected TCG-enabled drive this function will be unavailable, as shown
above, and a PSID revert will need to be used in its place.

PSID Revert

This returns an SSD to its original state if it has been TCG-enabled with a drive password,
locking the hardware encryption, and can no longer be accessed using the original credentials,
such as if the password is lost. This will also remove all data from the drive similar to the
Sanitize Drive operation. This process requires the user to enter the 32-character PSID printed
on the drive's label. It will immediately begin the operation and after a few seconds indicate the
PSID Revert has completed and all data has been removed from the SSD.

Momentum Cache

Momentum Cache is a feature that allows you to use up to 25% of available system memory,
though no more than 4GB, to cache write commands to the Crucial SSD to improve its write
performance. An abrupt loss of power using Momentum Cache carries some risk of data loss and
file corruption. To try to prevent this, in a laptop Momentum Cache will automatically disable
itself when the battery level on a laptop has gone down to 25%. In a desktop, no comparable
feature is present, so it is recommended you use an uninterruptible power supply while you are
using the Momentum Cache feature.

FlexCap
FlexCap is not supported on Crucial-branded SSDs, only on Micron®-specific lines. It is
functionally similar to Over Provisioning outlined below.

Over Provisioning

Over Provisioning (OP) is a feature of Storage Executive that allows you to allocate additional
space on the SSD for the controller to use. Providing additional space for the controller means
that functions such as Wear Levelling and Garbage Collection can run more smoothly, and there
is less chance the SSD will slow under heavy load. In testing, benefits were mostly seen in OP
amounts of 5-10% of total SSD space, but users who will not miss the available storage on their
devices may see further benefits for allocating additional space to this feature.

Device Self-Test

Device Self-Test runs a brief pass/fail test on the SSD. This feature is not supported by all
Crucial SSD models, and does not provide full details on the nature of a malfunction, so often
reviewing your SMART data will provide more insight into any abnormal SSD performance. For
an at-a-glance summary, this option is sufficient.
Crucial Storage Executive is available as a free download here. Frequently Asked Questions on
Storage Executive are detailed here. If you require any assistance using your SSD, Storage
Executive, or otherwise need to contact Crucial, the Contact Support link in the upper right will
give you options to reach Crucial. You can also visit this page for additional support options.
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Why Doesn't My Desktop Recognize My
SSD?
Follow these steps if you are having issues with your desktop's 2.5 inch SSD recognition:
1. If the drive is being added as a secondary storage device, it must be initialized first
(Windows, OS X). If not, disregard this step

2. Remove, reseat, and double check the connections (both the narrow data connection, and
the wider power connection from the system's power supply)
3. If the SSD is installed externally (or internally using a drive bay or enclosure) try
plugging the SSD into the SATA port directly using a SATA cable
4. If that does not work, try a different SATA cable. Plug the cable into a different color
SATA port on the motherboard
5. Make sure the old drive still works. If not, reinstall the old drive, checking all
connections
6. If the old drive still works, but the new SSD does not, try it in a different system if
possible
7. If the drive does not work in any system or connection, try a power cycle on the drive,
and if the drive still does not work, a replacement may be needed
8. If the drive works in a different system, update to the latest firmware and try in the
desktop again
9. Check to make sure your system has the latest BIOS installed
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Installing an SSD in a Server, NAS, or
Workstation
Unlike traditional hard disk drives (HDDs), a solid state drive (SSD) is composed of flash
memory that stores data. When you erase data from a flash device it doesn’t immediately go
away. This data is flagged for deletion, and processes like Trim and garbage collection will
remove this old data to make room for new data. In an HDD when you erase something, it is
flagged for deletion like a SSD, but it is simply overwritten with new data when it becomes
available.Now that we have a basic understanding of how HDDs and SSDs manage data
differently, we can begin to understand why installing consumer grade SSDs into anything like a
server, workstation, or network-attached storage (NAS), is not always such a straightforward
option, and might not be recommended.

Understanding the differences between consumer and enterprise grade SSDs
Installing SSDs into a server environment may be bad for an SSD, but not all SSDs are created
equal. Crucial® sells consumer grade SSDs. Consumer grade drives are designed for standard
day to day use, like you would find in a desktop or laptop, other smaller mobile computing
devices, and high-performance gaming/work systems. In an enterprise environment like a server,
a drive will be subjected to 24/7 operation, often with a combination of high writes and erases.
Enterprise drives like the Micron® M500DC or S600DC, for example, are designed to handle
continuous operation, with high amounts of erases and writes. Unlike a consumer drive, which

will lose performance drastically when subjected to continuous writes, an enterprise drive will
have a steady level of performance over the given period. This can also be said about the number
of erases that an enterprise drive can handle compared to a consumer drive.
All flash devices, including SSDs, have a limit to the amount of data that can be written to the
memory before reliability of that data will be lost, and the memory starts to go into read-only
mode. Different drives will have different endurance ratings: our BX200 drives are rated at 72
Terabytes (TB) of erase life, an MX200 1000GB drive will be rated 360 TB, and a Micron
800GB M500DC is 2500 TB. Enterprise drives are rated for significantly more endurance life.
For most users, endurance is something they shouldn’t worry about; it would take a typical
person many years to use up all of the 72 TB write life on a standard drive. A server that is filling
a drive several times over every day, could theoretically use up the entire life of a consumer
drive in less than a year. This sort of wear is not covered under warranty. An enterprise drive will
typically have more advanced protection for data on the drive and extended wear life.
At a basic level, a consumer grade drive will protect only data at rest, while an enterprise drive is
going to cover data in motion as well. Data in motion is data that is in the process of being
transferred, or on the drive buffer. With a traditional drive, if the system were to lose power
during a write sequence, any of this data on this buffer would be lost. This could cause serious
data corruption. This link goes to a Micron document which goes into great detail about these
data protection differences.

SSDs in workstations
A workstation in most cases is considered a server. It has a motherboard that is a server board
because it uses ECC (Error Checking and Correction) memory. Crucial does not list drives as
compatible with servers or workstations. However, most people will not use their workstation as
a server. Most will use it for heavy office work for applications like Adobe Illustrator®, Adobe
Photoshop®, 3D rendering, or other types of visual editing. As long as you aren’t using your
workstation for around the clock data management like network caching, virtual machine
hosting, and things a server would typically manage, then any of our 2.5” SATA SSD offerings
should be fine in the system.
By installing a consumer grade drive in a server, you are getting less than ideal performance,
risking the reliability of your data, using a device with a shorter wear life, and possibly voiding
the manufacture warranty on the drive. It is crucial to install a storage device that is designed for
the type of environment you are going to use it in. If you have any questions or concerns about
using a Crucial SSD in your system, please contact our support.
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M.2 SSDs: Common Questions and
Important Differences
What is the difference betwen SATA and PCIe M.2 drives? The main difference is that PCIe and
SATA M.2 drives have different controllers. PCIe is the faster of the two. SATA will generally
be compatible with a wider variety of systems, and is better supported in older models. If a
system has an M.2 PCIe slot, an M.2 SATA SSD with identical keying will fit in the slot but
will not work, and vice versa. There are some systems that are dual-mode, and will accept both
SATA and PCIe drives.
What’s the difference between the 2260ds and the 2280ss? These numbers determine the
physical size of the M.2 drive. A 2260 would be 22mm wide and 60mm long, while the 2280
would be 80mm long. Some systems will also support multiple lengths of M.2. We currently
offer the 2280 variant in our M.2 SSDs. The ‘ds’ and ‘ss’ signify either double-sided or singlesided, referring to how the NAND is placed on the circuit board.
How much does the key notch matter? In the case of Crucial's PCIe SSDs, our drives are Mkeyed only, meaning they will not be able to fit in a B-keyed slot (which is generally used by
SATA M.2 devices). Our SATA M.2 devices are both B- and M-keyed for maximum
compatibility.
Always make sure to use our Crucial Memory Advisor or System Scanner to verify compatibility
of our SSDs with your system. These take all the guess work out of the equation by using our
tools to do the work for you. If you have any further questions, be sure to contact our support.
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SSD Is Not Recognized by Your Laptop
If you are having issues getting your laptop to recognize your SSD we recommend following
these steps:
1. If the drive is being added as a secondary storage device, it must be initialized first
(Windows®, OS X®). If not, disregard this step.
2. Remove, reseat, and double-check the connections.

3. If it does not fit, check if the original drive had proprietary housing or a spacer bracket
attached to make it fit the slot correctly.
4. Make sure the old drive still works. If not, install again with the old drive, checking all
connections.
5. If the old drive still works, but the new SSD does not, try the SSD in a different system if
possible. A desktop via SATA cable works best (for 2.5 inch SSDs only).
6. If it works in a different system, update to the latest firmware and try in your laptop
again.
7. If the drive does not work in any system or connection, try a power cycle on the drive,
and if the drive still does not work, a replacement may be needed.
8. Check that your system has the latest BIOS (PC) or firmware (Apple®) installed.
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How Do I Install OS X® onto My New
Crucial® SSD Using Recovery Mode or Time
Machine®?
Recovery Mode
Recent Mac® systems will have an OS X Recovery mode built-in allowing you to reinstall a
fresh version of OS X that is currently installed on your system. To do this, you can follow the
steps below with your Crucial SSD installed in the drive bay of your Mac computer:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Power on or restart your Mac system
As you hear the startup sound, hold the Command and R keys on the keyboard
Release the keys after the Apple® logo appears
After the Recovery menu appears titled, OS X Utilities, you can initialize the SSD for first use by
selecting Disk Utility from the Utilities menu and follow our How to Initialize your SSD guide

Time Machine Backup
If you have backed up your system using Time Machine®, you can restore your current OS X
version along with all of your personal files using this method. To do this, follow the steps below
with your Crucial SSD installed in the drive bay of your Mac computer:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Power on or restart your Mac system
As you hear the startup sound, hold the Command and R keys on the keyboard
Release the keys after the Apple logo appears
After the Recovery menu appears titled, OS X Utilities, you can initialize the SSD for first use by
selecting Disk Utility from the menu and follow our how to initialize your SSD guide
If your SSD is initialized, select the option to Restore From Time Machine Backup from the
main Utilities menu
Select your Time Machine backup disk
Select the Time Machine backup you want to restore
Select Continue and follow the instructions to reinstall OS X and your files onto your Crucial SSD
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